1998 yamaha yz 400f

For this edition of Classic Steel, we are going to look back at a motorcycle that changed the
motocross world; the Yamaha YZF. By: Tony Blazier. It was a tremendous technological
achievement and the start of a new four-stroke revolution. Photo Credit: Yamaha. In the summer
of , Yamaha shocked the motocross community by announcing their intention to release a
production version of their amazing YZM works racer. Amazingly, this was only a few months
after the works version had made its debut. Such a quick turn around from works to production
was truly remarkable in light of all the new technology the bike would make use of. Only nine
months after Doug Henry had made his debut on the works version, you would be able to walk
out of a Yamaha dealership with the highest tech four-stroke ever to put wheels to dirt. Even
more incredibly, the revolutionary new machine was largely the vision of one man. This was a
very bold idea at the time, due to the fact that off-road four-strokes typically used more rugged,
low-tech designs. These motors were usually in a mild state of tune and eschewed the high rpm
common to road bikes. Perhaps the most amazing part of all of this is the fact that Nakayama
took on the task of designing this new machine all on his own. His pet project was undertaken
on his own time, on evenings and weekends. Once he had worked out the design for his new
Frankenstein machine, he enlisted two additional co-workers to help him build a working
prototype. Remarkably, a staff of three people tinkering on their own time created the bike that
changed motocross history. The YZM turned out to be a huge public relations windfall for
Yamaha. The YZM graced the cover of every magazine in the industry, as the public lusted for
any information about the exotic machine. Capitalizing on this heightened interest, Yamaha
announced that they would indeed be building a production version in At the time Yamaha
announced its new racing four-stroke, the world of thumpers was very different. In , four-stroke
motorcycles were still largely considered toys. Even though brands like Husaberg, VOR and
Husqvarna were building four-stroke motocross bikes, these machines were odd, unreliable,
and out of the price range of most mortals. At the other extreme, you had the loons who liked to
spend thousands trying to turn their mild-mannered XRs and KLXs into motocross bikes. These
daring tinkerers usually ended up with overheating hand grenades for all their trouble. The YZF
would truly be the first machine to combine the performance of the exotics with the
affordability, quality, and dependability of the Japanese. The thing that really made the YZF
special was its incredible motor. The new YZF ran, unlike any other four-stroke before it. The
high flow head design was mated to a super lightweight slipper piston and very short stroke
configuration to give the bike a very free revving feel. The head did away with power robbing
and rpm limiting features like rocker arms and made use of lightweight alloys throughout the
powertrain. Because of this, the YZF could safely rev all the way to 11, rpm, an almost unheard
of number for off-road machines of the time. Perhaps the biggest breakthrough on the YZF was
it revolutionary road race-derived carburetor. Previous to this marvelous mixer, carburation was
a huge limiting factor on racing thumpers. Due to their massive intake pressures and need for
instant fuel delivery, most previous four-strokes suffered from a massive bog if the throttle was
opened too suddenly. Sometimes this bog could lead to a flame out, where the bike would
actually cough and die unexpectedly. This was less of an issue on off-road, where throttle
control was often more important than instant acceleration. On a motocross track, however,
where you need instant response to handle jumps and tricky obstacles, this hesitation in power
delivery can be quite an issue. Enter the amazing Keihin FCR. The FCR made use of technology
acquired on the road race circuits to deliver an instant throttle response never before seen on a
valve and cam machine. The FCR used a fuel pump to assure there was always fuel ready when
needed and had a slide that rode on roller bearings to prevent binding under heavy vacuum. It
kept track of throttle position info and relayed that directly to the ignition where adjustments
could be made on the fly. Without the breakthrough in carburation the FCR provided, the
modern four-stroke race bike could never have been possible. So what was it like to ride the
first YZF? Its cc Genesis power plant gave the bike a quick revving, hard-hitting, delivery that
was completely unlike any four-stroke before it. Typical racing four-strokes relied on massive
torque and a slow, metered delivery to get the job done. The YZF on the other hand, did not
chug, it spooled up like a sport bike. The power was almost a hybrid between a two-stroke and a
traditional thumper. Some people at the time even described the YZF as a three-stroke. It had
torque like and XR but revved like a CR. In terms of outright power, it was not awe inspiring at
around 45 hp. This put it about even with the best running two-strokes of the time. Where it
pulled ahead was in its abundant torque and wide power curve. It had a smooth, electric style of
power that was very easy to control. The bike was actually deceptively fast. It did not feel
incredibly powerful, but in a drag race it would dust anything short of a KX In the right
conditions, the YZF was nearly impossible to beat. All was not perfect with the YZF, however.
Perhaps the biggest issue was the fact that the bike required an elaborate ritual just to start it.
This was no kick-it-and-go two-stroke, after all. The YZF required that you first find top dead

center, then notch it just past TDC and engage the handlebar mounted compression release.
Once that was done, you could now give the bike a full, smooth kick. If it did not fire, you had to
do it all over again. Oh, and make sure that at NO point during all of this that you touch the
throttle. If you did, the throttle pump would be engaged and the YZF would be flooded. If that
happened, you might be kicking for half an hour. Once you finally got the bike running, there
were still a few issues for riders unaccustomed to four-strokes. Even though the FCR carb was
light years better than anything before it, there were still some residual four-stroke quirks to
deal with. Compared to the lighting fast throttle response of a two-stroke, the YZF still required
a measured approach to throttle application. If you suddenly wacked the throttle open as you
would on a smoker, the YZF would still occasionally hiccup and hesitate. It was also not totally
immune to the occasional four-stroke cough and die syndrome. Again, it was much better than
previous thumpers, but still not as predictable as a good two-stroke. Compared to
contemporary thumpers of its day, the YZF had very little of this old school trait, but if you were
coming off a YZ it was quite an adjustment. Smart riders quickly learned to put this engine
braking to good use, as it helped weight the front in turns and aided in breaking. Even so, it did
require a rider to adjust his technique. The YZF definitely required a rider to think differently
about how he attacked the track. It was not a brake-slide-in-and-blast-out kind of bike. You had
to change your lines and rethink how you used your motor to get the most out of its unique
power characteristics. The rest of the YZF was far more conventional than its motor. When
Yamaha went about building their new wonder thumper, they looked to their current YZ for
inspiration. The main difference between the two was the added weight and size of that big tall
motor. Out of the crate the YZF tipped the scales at pounds, with fluids, that ballooned to nearly
On the handling front, the YZF was again much different than most machines of its day. Even
thought the YZF shared most important chassis specifications with its two-stroke stable mates,
the added weight and unique power delivery gave the bike a very different character. The engine
braking and forward weight bias gave the YZF the ability of take lines no two-stroke rider could
attempt. Front-end traction in turns was just remarkable and the bike was an absolute freight
train at speed. In off cambers and slick turns the YZF rider had a huge advantage. In tight
switchbacks, you really felt the weight, and if it got off course it was no mean feat to get it back
under control. Jumping was also a bit of a trade off on the big YZF. The abundant power made
major leaps a piece of cake, but if the bike got kicked sideways, it often stayed sideways. That
and the sometimes-unpredictable throttle response could make tricky rhythm sections a game
of Russian roulette. Because the YZF used the highly regarded YZ suspension components, the
overall performance was quite good. The only real change had been to install stiffer springs and
firm up the damping. On small chop the YZF was magic, gobbling up small bumps like they
were not even there. The four-strokes smooth power delivery and sizeable girth caused the bike
to hook up and follow the terrain like it was on rails. In big whoops and deep sand, however, the
bike could be a handful. If you mistimed a jump and landed wrong, there was no escaping all
that added mass, and both ends would greet you with a metal-to-metal clank! Even with the
slightly stiffer stock settings, the YZF forks were too soft for its sizeable weight. If you planned
to take the bike anywhere near a modern motocross track, an upgrade in spring rates front and
rear were definitely recommended. The YZF may be the single most influential motorcycle in the
history of the sport. Overnight, it changed the way a whole industry thought about four-stroke
motorcycles. The bike was far from perfect, but it was a quantum leap ahead of any thumper
offered before it. It was faster, better handling and perhaps most importantly, more reliable than
any other racing four-stroke available at the time. If the YZF had been your typical high-strung,
racing-thumper time bomb, people would have quickly soured on its charms. As it was, the bike
was virtually bulletproof and remains the most durable of the big five even today and often more
trouble free than a lot of two-strokes. The YZF took the racing thumper out of the purview of the
rich and the backyard tinkerer, and moved it into the mainstream. It was the catalyst for a
paradigm shift that would transform the sport in the years that followed. Whether those changes
have all been for the better is still a subject of heated debate. Regardless of which side of the
debate you fall on you have to admire the ingenuity and vision that went into making this bike a
reality. It really is a machine that shocked the world and transformed an industry. Nakayama, a
Yamaha engineer, designed and built the first YZF prototype in his spare time. Incredibly, three
years later he would do it all over again with his design for the amazing YZF. The YZF used a
five-valve Genesis head from an FZR street bike and super lightweight components to give the
bike a then unheard of 11,rpm rev ceiling. If you wanted to race a four-stroke in the mid-nineties
you had two choices. Buy a cobby Euro bike like this Husaberg or build one yourself out of an
enduro bike. No matter which route you chose, you would end up with a godawfully expensive
and unreliable money pit. If you did not want to go the Old World route, you could always build
your own. In the mid-nineties, there was actually quite a cottage industry devoted to turning

mild-mannered XRs and KLXs into fire breathing racers. You could easily spend double the cost
of a new bike trying to transform these play bikes into something competitive. The YZF motor
used chain-driven dual-cams to actuate its five valve head three intakes an two exhausts. The
valves themselves were activated directly by the cams, eliminating the additional weight and
complexity of traditional rocker arms. In addition to the lightweight valvetrain, Yamaha
employed a slipper piston a super lightweight piston consisting of little more than a crown and
tiny side skirts to cut down friction and reciprocating mass. It allowed for unheard of response
and preciseand carburation on the big Yamaha. It would take the advent of fuel injection to
finally displace this ingenious piece of hardware. They loved the YZF and raved about it and its
successor for years. Ironically, now they seem to be regretting this change to the big
four-bangers, but I think it is way too little, way too late. Then Doug Henry smoked everyone on
the thing at the Las Vegas Supercross, and nobody was laughing any more. Everything on the
bike was handmade and custom built. Interestingly, when you look at the YZM, it actually shares
nothing at all with the production version. The motor, frame and bodywork are all completely
different. In Henry once again volunteered to campaign the four-stroke, but this time it would be
on a production based version. It would have been a great Cinderella story, but Henry would
have to wait until the outdoors to get his revenge. Their extra weight and finicky carburation
were not well suited to the tricky stadium tracks. Get them on a fast outdoor track though, and
watch out. Henry used his power advantage all summer to rip holeshots and lay claim to the
National Motocross Title. It was a hugely popular win for the Massachusetts native and major
redemption after his near career ending crash three years earlier. One of the things that helped
make the YZF a huge success was its bulletproof reliability. As long as you changed the oil
regularly and kept the air filter clean the bike was nearly indestructible. When Yamaha had
designed the bike, they had taken extra care to add extra oil capacity and filters to assure
longevity at the cost of extra weight. Since the cost of a failure was so great, and many people
were already afraid of the bikes added complexity, it was probably a good trade off. Yamaha
beefed up the springs and damping slightly, but it was still too soft for anyone heavy or fast.
Braking was likewise slightly overwhelmed bike the bike substantial weight, but the motors
natural compression breaking helped in that department. For riders accustomed to two-strokes
this bike felt like it had traction control. The rear end hooked up out of turns and stayed hooked
up. In the rough, its tractable power and added weight helped the bike eat up the bumps. Its
only real issue was in major g-outs and hard landings, where that weight would overwhelm the
stock shock and greet the rider with a resounding clank. It may not look like much now, but this
is the bike that started it all. It changed the way people thought about four-strokes and led to a
complete shift in the marketplace. This may be the most influential motorcycle ever built. Tony
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good things about this vintage monster. Starts pretty easy, newer top end with tons of
compression. I was told the clutch is newer as well. Goes through the gears. Tons of power. It is
complete except one side number plate. New rear tire. No leaks that I can find. Overall fair
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unmistakable profile on the road. But the nostalgic style isn't just about the confident stance,

chrome and old-school detail. It's how you look riding it. It's how it feels. It's the classic, relaxed
riding position. You're not just cruising. You're in charge kicked back on a throne of machined
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condition with no leaks, no smoke, no noises, and no other problems. It has given me 12 years
of faithful service without ever letting me down. The hour meter second to last picture indicates
original engine hours from new at just over hours. I have earned factory certification from
Yamaha as well as Honda, Suzuki, and Kawasaki and have worked as both a technician and a
service manager at a Yamaha dealership. I have performed every bit of maintenance and repair
on this bike and have cared for it with only the best quality parts and workmanship. The less
obvious parts include OEM heavy. I'm including many original parts which have been removed
to fit the aftermarket parts including the stock triple clamp, seat foam and cover, the original
gray painted valve cover, and the original fuel valve. Also included are the original items which
came with each brand-new YZF; the complete factory service manual, the spoke wrench, and
the triangle stand. The bike is currently California green-sticker registered until June of This
bike is as good as it looks. Please contact me with any questions. Yamaha YZ vintage MX.
Pretty much stock, parts including New Yamaha sprockets and chain, New Tires. Includes
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Model YZ. I purchased it from the original owner in and I have always washed it after each ride
and stored it indoors. This bike is sure to be a valuable collectors item someday. It is in perfect
running condition with no leaks, no smoke, no noises, and no other problems. It has given me
12 years of faithful service without ever letting me down. The hour meter second to last picture
indicates original engine hours from new at just over hours. I have earned factory certification
from Yamaha as well as Honda, Suzuki, and Kawasaki and have worked as both a technician
and a service manager at a Yamaha dealership. I have performed every bit of maintenance and
repair on this bike and have cared for it with only the best quality parts and workmanship. The
less obvious parts include OEM heavy. I'm including many original parts which have been
removed to fit the aftermarket parts including the stock triple clamp, seat foam and cover, the
original gray painted valve cover, and the original fuel valve. Also included are the original
items which came with each brand-new YZF; the complete factory service manual, the spoke
wrench, and the triangle stand. The bike is currently California green-sticker registered until
June of This bike is as good as it looks. Please contact me with any questions. Model WR. Over
the years the WR has benefited from the advances made in the YZ motocross version gaining
displacement and advancements such as an aluminum frame and improved suspension. Model
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Cyclepedia. If you are a dealer and would like access to all of our online manuals for one low
price please Click Here. Pick your model, see step by step instructions with pics of real
mechanics doing real repairsâ€¦. I have a Yamaha WR and I bought your online manual. You
have a great product. I love the pictures! I would recommend your service to everyone even

though I had a few difficulties which were responded to. I have purchased 3 of your cyclepedia.
What a surprise to see color photos accompanied by really detailed instructions. This is the
best manual I have ever owned! Thanks for your honesty. I bought your online manual for my
Yamaha YZF and just wanted to say this is a great product!!! I have found your Yamaha YZ
online manual to be helpful and a one of a kind product. Keep up the good work! The steps to
do this were easy to follow and pictures are high quality. Very happy. I want to thank you for
writing such a comprehensive repair manual for the YZ and for putting it online. Very
impressed. Anyways â€” just wanted to say thanks for the great resource. T Berry. You must be
logged in to post a comment. Good product. Your online Yamaha YZ manual has good detail.
Thank you. JP Roteux. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment.
About Us About Cyclepedia F. Become a Reseller Want to sell Cyclepedia Manuals? Join the
Cyclepedia Reseller network by becoming an online affiliate. There's no inventory to take on,
nothing to ship and no customer service to deal with. We take care of everything. Learn More.
Sorry, your blog cannot share posts by email. Quick Links Download this manual. Table of
Contents. Any reprinting or unauthorized use without the written permission of Yamaha Motor
Co. Printed in Japan It represents the highest grade of craftsmanship and reliability that have
made Yamaha a leader. It is illegal for this machine to be operated on any public street, road, or
highway. Off-road use on public lands may also be illegal. Please check local regula- tions
before riding. Page 8 5. Always turn off the engine while refuel- ing. Take care to not spill any
gasoline on the engine or exhaust system. Never refuel in the vicinity of an open flame, or while
smoking. If you should swallow some gasoline, inhale excess gasoline vapors, or allow any
gasoline to get into your eyes, con Page 10 If you have any questions regarding the operation or
maintenance of your machine, please consult your Yamaha dealer. NOTE: This manual should
be considered a perma- nent part of this machine and should remain with it even if the machine
is subsequently sold. The informa- tion has been complied to provide the mechanic with an
easy to read, handy reference that contains comprehensive explanations of all disassembly,
repair, assembly, and inspection operations. In this revised format, the condition of a faulty
component will precede an arrow symbol and the course of action required will follow the
symbol, e. Page Machine Identification There are two significant reasons for knowing the serial
number of your machine: 1. When ordering parts, you can give the number to your Yamaha
dealer for positive identification of the model you own. If your machine is stolen, the authorities
will need the number to search for and identify your machine. Page Important Information 5.
Keep away from fire. We recommend to use Yamaha genuine parts for all replacements. Nur von
originales Yamaha en todas las Yamaha empfohlene Schmier- pour tous les remplacements.
Uti- sustituciones. All gaskets, oil seals, and O-rings should be replaced when an engine is
over- hauled. All gasket surfaces, oil seal lips, and O-rings must be cleaned. Properly oil all
mating parts and bearings during reassembly. Disconnect: Connector 2. Dry each terminal with
an air bower. Connect and disconnect the connector two or three times. Pull the lead to check
that it will not come off. Using the correct special tool will help prevent damage caused by the
use of improper tools or improvised techniques. The shape and part number used for the
special tool differ by country, so two types are provided. Page 37 Use this tool to remove and
install the damper rod. YM, Fork seal driver YM This tool is used when install the fork oil seal.
YU, Yamaha pocket tester YU Use this tool to inspect the coil resistance, output voltage and
amperage. YU Inductive tachometer Page 38 Dynamic spark tester YM Ignition checker This
instrument is necessary for checking the ignition system components. YU, Tester de bolsillo
Yamaha YU Utilice esta herramienta para comprobar la resistencia de la bobina, el voltaje de
salida y el amperaje. Page 47 Comprobador de encendido Este instrumento se utiliza para
comprobar los componen- tes del sistema de encendido. The engine may be damaged if you
use the decompression lever while it is running. The decompression lever 1 is located on the
left handlebar and is used when starting the engine. The fuel cock has three positions:
OFF:With the lever in this position fuel will not flow. Always return the lever to this posi- tion
when the engine is not running. The exhaust fumes are poisonous; they can cause loss of
consciousness and death in a very short time. Always operate the machine in a well-ventilated
area. Los gases del sis- Den Motor keinesfalls in geschlos- Ne jamais mettre le moteur en
marche tema de escape son altamente nocivos Release the decompression lever and return the
kick starter to its original posi- tion and then kick the kick starter. Open the hot starter knob red
and start the engine by kicking the kick starter forcefully with a firm stroke. As soon as the
engine starts, push in the hot starter knob to close the air passage. Before starting the engine,
fill the fuel tank with the fuel. Perform the pre-operation checks on the machine. Start and warm
up the engine. Before washing the machine, block off the end of the exhaust pipe to prevent
water from entering. After cleaning the machine thoroughly, prepare it for storage as follows: 1.
Drain the fuel tank, fuel lines, and the car- buretor float bowl. Torque specifications for special

components or assemblies are included in the applicable sec- tions of this book. To avoid
warpage, tighten multi-fastener assemblies in a crisscross fash- ion, in progressive stages, until
full torque is reached. Verzug 0,05 mm Zylinder Bohrungsdurchmesser 92,00â€”92,01 mm Max.
Las especificaciones de apriete para los componentes o conjuntos especiales se incluyen en
las secciones correspondientes del manual. Page Maintenance Intervals If you are a doubt as to
what intervals to follow in maintaining and lubricating your machine, consult your Yamaha
dealer. Page Wartungsintervalle Und Schmierdienst Normalbetrieb angesehen werden. Nach 3
Nach Bemerkungen Ein- Bedarf Rennen nach nach fahren km 1. Cada Cada Before using this
machine, check the following points. Scalding hot fluid and steam may be blown out under
pressure, which could cause serious injury. If it splashes, wash it away with water. Place a
container under the engine. Do not use water containing impurities or oil. Handling notes of
coolant: The coolant is harmful so it should be han- dled with special care. Radiator should be
filled fully. Inspect: Pressure Impossible to maintain the specified pressure for 10 seconds
Repair. Radiator Radiator hose joint Coolant leakage Repair or replace. Radiator hose Swelling
Replace. Check: Throttle grip free play a Out of specification Adjust. Adjust: Throttle grip free
play Throttle grip free play adjustment steps: Remove the throttle cable cover 1. Apply: Lithium
soap base grease On the throttle cable end a. Check: Decompression lever free play Checking
steps: Remove the timing plug. Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise to align the T. Remove:
Seat 2. Disconnect: Tail light lead connectors 1 3. Apply: Lithium soap base grease On the
matching surface a on air filter element. Install: Air filter element 1 Washer Fitting bolt 2 Nm 0.
Inspect: Oil level Oil level should be between maximum a and minimum b marks. Oil level low
Add oil to proper level. NOTE: When inspecting the oil level, do not screw the oil level gauge
into the oil tank. Insert the gauge lightly. Start the engine and let it warm up for several minutes.
Idle the engine more than 10 seconds while keeping the motorcycle upright. Then stop the
engine and add the oil to the maximum level. If the oil filter is to be replaced during this oil
change, remove the following parts and reinstall them. Replacement steps: Remove the exhaust
pipe. Remove the oil filter cover 1 and oil filter element 2. Check the O-rings 3, if cracked or
dam- aged, replace them with a new one. Install: Oil filler plug Check: Oil pressure Checking
steps: Slightly loosen the oil gallery bolt 1. Start the engine and keep it idling until oil starts to
seep from the oil gallery bolt. Montieren: Monter: Inspeccionar: Start the engine and thoroughly
warm it 2. Adjust: Idle speed Adjustment steps: Adjust the pilot screw. Turn the throttle stop
screw 1 until the engine runs at the lowest possible speed. Remove: Timing plug 1 Straight plug
2 O-ring 5. Check: Valve clearance Out of specification Adjust. Valve clearance cold : Intake
valve: 0. Adjust: Valve clearance Adjustment steps: Loosen the timing chain tensioner cap bolt.
Remove the timing chain tensioner and camshaft caps. NOTE: Remove the camshaft cap bolts
in a criss- cross pattern from the outside working inwards. Turn the crankshaft
counterclockwise sev- eral turns so that the installed parts settle into the right position.
Recheck the valve clearance. Do not start the engine when cleaning the exhaust system.
Remove: Bolt spark arrester 1 2. A brake hose has been loosened or removed. The brake fluid is
very low. A dangerous loss of braking performance may occur if the brake system is not properly bleed. Repeat the bleeding procedure when the tiny bubbles in the system have disappeared. Add brake fluid to the level line on the reservoir. Check: Brake pedal height a Out of
specification Adjust. Brake pedal height a: 5 mm 0. Adjust: Brake pedal height Pedal height
adjustment steps: Loosen the locknut 1. Remove the brake hose holder 3 and cal- iper 4 from
the front fork. Remove the pad pin and brake pads 5. Connect the transparent hose 6 to the
bleed screw 7 and place the suitable con- tainer under its end. Pad pin plug: 3 Nm 0. Check:
Brake lever operation A softy or spongy feeling Bleed brake system. Connect the transparent
hose 8 to the bleed screw 9 and place the suitable con- tainer under its end. Loosen the bleed
screw and push the cali- per piston in. Check: Brake pedal operation A softy or spongy feeling
Bleed brake system. Inspect: Sprocket teeth a Excessive wear Replace. NOTE: Replace the
drive, driven sprockets and drive chain as a set. Remove: Master link clip Joint 1 O-rings 2 Drive
chain 3 2. Adjust: Drive chain slack Drive chain slack adjustment steps: Loosen the axle nut 1
and locknuts 2. Adjust chain slack by turning the adjusters To tighten Turn adjuster 3 counterclockwise. To loosen Turn adjuster 3 clockwise and push wheel forward. Elevate the rear wheel
by placing the suitable stand under the engine. Remove: Rear frame 3. Loosen: Locknut 1 4.
Adjust: Spring preload By turning the adjuster 2. Stiffer Increase the spring preload. Adjust:
Rebound damping force By turning the adjuster 1. Stiffer a Increase the rebound damp- ing
force. Turn the adjuster 1 in. Softer b Decrease the rebound damp- ing force. Adjust: Low
compression damping force By turning the adjuster 1. Stiffer a Increase the low compres- sion
damping force. Softer b Decrease the low compres- sion damping force. Adjust: High
compression damping force By turning the adjuster 1. Stiffer a Increase the high compres- sion
damping force. Softer b Decrease the high compres- sion damping force. Measure: Tire

pressure Out of specification Adjust. Standard tire pressure: kPa 1. Loose bead stoppers allow
the tire to slip off its position on the rim when the tire pressure is low. Inspect: Bearing free play
Exist play Replace. Elevate the front wheel by placing a suit- able stand under the engine.
Check: Steering shaft Grasp the bottom of the forks and gen- tly rock the fork assembly back
and forth. Il y a du jeu Changer. Con juego Reemplazar. NOTE: Set the torque wrench to the ring
nut wrench so that they form a right angle. Remove: Spark plug 2. Insulator color 2 Normal
condition is a medium to light tan color. Distinctly different color Check the engine condition.
NOTE: When the engine runs for many hours at low speeds, the spark plug insulator will
become sooty, even if the engine and carburetor are in Remove: Timing plug 1 2. Attach: Timing
light Inductive tachometer To the spark plug lead. Check: Ignition timing Checking steps: Start
the engine and let it warm up. Let the engine run at the specified speed. Remove: Headlight bulb
holder cover 1 3. Adjust: Headlight beam vertically Adjusting steps: Turn the adjusting screw 1
in direction a or b. Direction a Headlight beam is raised. Direction b Headlight beam is lowered.
When the engine has cooled, open the radi- ator cap by the following procedure: Place a thick
rag, like a towel, over the radi- ator cap, slowly rotate the cap counter Install: Hose 2 1 Radiator
left 2 3. Contamination Clean. NOTE: Use a petroleum based solvent for cleaning. Blow out all
passages and jets with com- pressed air. Measure: Float height a Out of specification Adjust.
Float height: 8. NOTE: Slowly tilt the carburetor in the opposite direction, then take the
measurement when the needle valve aligns with the float arm. Accelerator pump 1. Dirt Clean.
Install: Main air jet 1 Pilot air jet 2 Intake joint 3 3. Install: Spring 1 1 Lever 1 2 To lever 2 3.
NOTE: Make sure the spring 1 fits on the stopper a of the lever 2. Install: Spring 1 Joint collar 2
To throttle shaft 3. NOTE: Install the bigger hook a of the spring fits on the stopper b of the
throttle shaft pulley. Install: Diaphragm air cut valve 1 Spring air cut valve 2 O-ring 3 Air cut
valve cover 4 Screw air cut valve cover 5 NOTE: Install the breather hose to the carburetor so
that the hose does not bend near where it is installed. EC Carburetor installation 1. Install:
Throttle cable cover 1 Screw throttle cable cover 2 4 Nm 0. Camshaft cap Clip Dowel pin
Remove: Timing plug 1 Straight plug 2 2. Checking steps: Turn the crankshaft counterclockwise
with a wrench. Measure: Cam lobes length a and b Out of specification Replace. Install the
circlip, dowel pins and camshaft caps. Bolt camshaft cap : 10 Nm 1. Check: While pressing the
tensioner rod lightly with fingers, use a thin screwdriver 1 and wind the tensioner rod up fully
clockwise. When releasing the screwdriver by pressing lightly with fingers, make sure that the
tensioner rod will come out smoothly. Eliminate: Carbon deposits from the combustion
chambers Use a rounded scraper. Einen abgerundeten Scha- Utilice una rasqueta redon- ber
verwenden. Valve lifter Use special tool. Remove: Valve lifters 1 Pads 2 NOTE: Identify each
lifter 1 and pad 2 position very carefully so that they can be reinstalled in their original place.
Check: Valve sealing Leakage at the valve seat Inspect the valve face, valve seat and valve seat
width. Clearance stem to guide : Intake: 0. Valve stem end Mushroom shape or diameter larger
than the body of the stem Replace. Measure: Margin thickness a Out of specification Replace.
Install the valve into the cylinder head. Press the valve through the valve guide and onto the
valve seat to make a clear pattern. Measure the valve seat width. Apply: Molybdenum disulfide
oil Onto the valve stem and valve stem seal. To secure the valve cotters onto the valve stem,
lightly tap the valve tip with a piece of wood. Bolt cylinder Cylinder Gasket Before removing
each piston pin, deburr the clip groove and pin hole area. If the piston pin groove is deburred
and the piston pin is still difficult to remove, use the piston pin puller 4. Measure: Ring side
clearance Use a feeler gauge 1. Out of specification Replace the pis- ton and rings as a set.
NOTE: Clean carbon from the piston ring grooves and rings before measuring the side
clearance. Utilice un juego de galgas 1. Measure: Piston pin-to-piston clearance Measurement
steps: Measure the outside diameter piston pin If out of specification, replace the piston
Outside diameter piston pin : Position: Top ring 2nd ring Oil ring Offset the piston ring end gaps
as shown. Clutch boss Thrust washer Clutch housing Push lever 4 - Measure: Friction plate
thickness Out of specification Replace friction plate as a set. Measure at all four points. Install:
Lock washer 1 Nut clutch boss 2 75 Nm 7. Install: Pressure plate 1 NOTE: Align the much mark a
on the pressure plate with the punched mark b on the clutch boss. Oil seal 1 Oil seal 2 Bearing 4
- Inspect: Bearing Rotate inner race with a finger. EC Oil seal 1. Install: Impeller shaft 1 Plain
washer 2 Impeller shaft 3 NOTE: Take care so that the oil seal lip is not dam- aged or the spring
does not slip off its posi- tion. Install: Kick crank 1 33 Nm 3. Straighten the lock washer tab.
Loosen: Nut primary drive gear 1 Nut balancer 2 NOTE: Place an aluminum plate 3 between the
teeth of the balancer drive gear 4 and driven gear Balancer 1. Install: Balancer 1 NOTE: When
installing the balancer shaft, align the center of the balancer shaft weight a along the line
connecting the centers of the crank- shaft and balancer shaft. Measure: Tip clearance a
Between the inner rotor 1 and the outer rotor 2. Side clearance b Between the outer rotor 2 and
the rotor housing 3. Install: Outer rotor 1 1 NOTE: Align the match mark a on the inner rotor 1

with the match mark b on the outer rotor 1. Install: Oil pump cover 1 Screw oil pump cover 2 4
Nm 0. EC4C Shift guide and shift lever assembly 1. Spring 2 Broken Replace. Install: Spring 1
Pawl pin 2 Pawl 3 To shift lever 4. Install: Shift lever assembly 1 To shift guide 2. Install: Torsion
spring 1 To kick axle 2. Install the kick idle gear with its depressed side a toward you. Remove:
Nut rotor 1 Plain washer Use the rotor holding tool 2. Remove: Rotor 1 Use the flywheel puller 2.
When installing the woodruff key, make sure that its flat surface a is in parallel with the
crankshaft center line b. When installing the rotor, align the keyway c of the rotor with the
woodruff key. Install: Shift pedal 1 Bolt shift pedal NOTE: When installing the shift pedal onto
the shift shaft, be sure that the center of the shift pedal is 2 mm a above the top of the footrest.
Support the machine securely so there is no danger of it falling over. Loosen the nut while
applying the rear brake. Install: Engine 1 Install the engine from right side. Pivot shaft 2 85 Nm
8. Install: Lock washer 1 Nut drive sprocket 2 75 Nm 7. Bend the lock washer tab to lock the nut.
Reihen- Demontage-Arbeiten Bauteil Anz. Oil seal Bearing 4 - Separate: Crankcase right
Crankcase left Separation steps: Remove the crankcase bolts, hose guide and clutch cable
holder. Remove: Crankshaft 1 Use the crankcase separating tool 2 and crankcase separating
bolt 3. Inspect: Contacting surface a Scratches Replace. EC4N Crankshaft 1. Measure: Run-out
limit a Small end free play limit b Connecting rod big end side clearance Riefen Erneuern.
Inspect: Oil strainer Damage Replace. Oil delivery pipe 1. Oil delivery pipe holes 1 Clogged Blow
out with compressed air. Page 10 Nm 1. Apply: Sealant On the crankcase right 1. Install: Dowel
pin 1 O-ring 2 Crankcase right To crankcase left. NOTE: Fit the crankcase right onto the
crankcase left. Tap lightly on the case with soft ham- mer. When installing the crankcase, the
connect- ing rod should be positioned at TDC top dead center. Remove assembly carefully.
Check: Shift fork movement Unsmooth operation Replace shift fork. NOTE: For a
malfunctioning shift fork, replace not only the shift fork itself but the two gears each adja- cent
to the shift fork. Install: 2nd wheel gear 26T 1 4th wheel gear 21T 2 3rd wheel gear 21T 3 5th
wheel gear 21T 4 1st wheel gear 29T 5 O-ring 6 To drive axle 7. NOTE: Apply the molybdenum
disulfide oil on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd wheel gears inner circum- ference and on the end surface.
NOTE: Apply the molybdenum disulfide oil on the shift fork grooves. EC Wheel bearing if
necessary 1. Measure: Wheel axle bends Out of specification Replace. Use the dial gauge 1.
Wheel axle bending limit: 0. Use a socket that matches the outside diam- eter of the race of the
bearing. Install: Nut wheel axle 1 Nm Tighten: Bolt axle holder 1 23 Nm 2. Install: Brake disc 1 1
1 1 1 Bolt brake disc 2 14 Nm 1. Install: Driven sprocket 1 Bolt driven sprocket 2 Plain washer
driven sprocket Apply the lithium soap base grease on the wheel axle. Install: Chain puller 1
Plain washer 2 Nut wheel axle NOTE: Fit the piston seals and dust seals onto the slot on caliper
correctly. Install: Copper washer 1 Union bolt 2 30 Nm 3. Install: Brake disc protector 1 Bolt
protector 2 7 Nm 0. Install: Copper washer 1 Brake hose 2 Union bolt 3 30 Nm 3. Clean: Master
cylinder Master cylinder kit Clean them with brake fluid. NOTE: Apply the brake fluid on the
master cylinder cup. Install: Brake lever 1 Bolt brake lever 2 7 Nm 0. Pass the brake hose
through the cable guide 1, then through the guide a on the protector 2. Install: Brake hose
holder 1 Screw brake hose holder 2 4 Nm 0. Inspect: Brake fluid level Fluid at lower level Fill up.
Fork spring Drain the fork oil. So it is recommended that the front fork be main- tained at the
dealers. CAUTION: To prevent an accidental explosion of air, following instructions should
observed: The front fork with a built-in piston rod has a very sophisticated internal construction and is particularly sensitive to foreign material. Page N. Remove: Dust seal 1 Stopper
ring 2 Using slotted-head screwdriver. Remove: Inner tube 1 Oil seal removal steps: Push in
slowly a the inner tube just before it bottoms out and then pull it back quickly Repeat this step
until the inner tube can be pulled out from the outer tube. O-ring 2 Damage Replace. EC Fork
spring 1. Measure: Fork spring free length a Out of specification Replace. Wash the all parts in a
clean solvent. Install: Damper rod 1 To inner tube 2. Install: Spring guide 1 Locknut 2 To damper
rod 3. NOTE: Install the spring guide with its cut a facing upward. With its thread b facing
upward, fully finger tighten the locknut onto the damper rod. Install: Slide metal 1 Plain washer
2 To outer tube slot. NOTE: Press the slide metal into the outer tube with fork seal driver 3.
Compress the front fork fully. Fill: Front fork oil Until outer tube top surface with recommended fork oil 1. Kontrollieren: Wait ten minutes until the air bubbles have been removed from
the front fork, and the oil has dispense evenly in system before setting recommended oil level.
NOTE: Fill with the fork oil up to the top end of the outer tube, or the fork oil will not spread over
to every part of the front forks, thus making it impossible to obtain the correct level. Zehn
Minuten warten, bis et- Measure: Distance a Out of specification Turn into the locknut. Distance
a: 20 mm 0. Messen: Mesurer: Sicherungsmutter hineindre- Girar la contratuerca. Tighten: Cap
bolt locknut 1 29 Nm 2. Hold the locknut 5 and tighten the cap bolt with specified torque.
Festziehen: Serrer: Tighten: Pinch bolt handle crown 1 23 Nm 2. Decompression lever holder
Clutch cable Disconnect at the lever side. Keep the master cylinder cap side hori- zontal to

prevent air from coming in. EC5B Grip 1. Install: Grip left 1 Apply the adhesive to the handlebar
2. NOTE: Before applying the adhesive, wipe off grease or oil on the handlebar surface a with a
lacquer thinner. Install the grip left to the handlebar so that the line b between the two arrow
marks faces straight upward. Lenkerende 2 auftragen. Install: Throttle cable cap 1 Screw throttle
cable cap 3 4 Nm 0. If it does not, retighten the bolts for adjustment. Remove: Ring nut 1 Use the
ring nut wrench 2. EC Bearing lower 1. Remove: Bearing lower 1 Use the floor chisel 2. Wash
the bearings and ball races with a solvent. Install the bearing in the ball races. Spin the bearings
by hand. If the bear- ings hang up or are not smooth in their operation in the ball races, replace
bearings and ball races as a set. Install: Plain washer 1 Ring nut 2 7 Nm 0. After tightening the
nut, check the steer- ing for smooth movement. If not, adjust the steering by loosening the ring
nut little by little. Adjust: Front fork top end a Front fork top end standard a: 5 mm 0. EC
Swingarm 1. Install: Bearing 1 Oil seal 2 To swingarm. NOTE: Apply the molybdenum disulfide
grease on the bearing when installing. NOTE: Apply the molybdenum disulfide grease on the
bushes, thrust bearings and oil seal lips. Install: Collar 1 To relay arm 2. NOTE: Apply the
molybdenum disulfide grease on the collars, bearings and oil seal lips. NOTE: Apply the
molybdenum disulfide grease on the bolt. Do not tighten the nut yet. Install: Swingarm 1 Pivot
shaft 2 85 Nm 8. Tighten: Nut connecting rod 1 80 Nm 8. Tighten: Nut relay arm 1 80 Nm 8.
Adjuster Only loosening. Reihen- Demontage-Arbeiten Bauteil Page 1. Install: Stopper ring 1
NOTE: After installing the stopper ring, push back the bearing until it contacts the stopper ring.
EC Spring rear shock absorber 1. Install: Spring 1 Spring guide upper 2 Spring guide lower 3 2.
Apply the lithium soap base grease on the dust seals, O-rings and collars. Install: Rear shock
absorber 3. Black W White Br Brown 3 Regulator Y Yellow G The microcomputer in the CDI unit
detects the engine speed and throttle position, thus determining the optimum ignition timing
through the entire operating range. In this way, quick throttle response can be achieved
according to various riding conditions. Disconnect the spark plug cap from spark plug. Connect
the dynamic spark tester 1 ignition checker 2 as shown. Inspect: Primary coil resistance Out of
specification Replace. Inspect: Source coil 1 resistance Out of specification Replace. No good
Check entire ignition Repair or replace. No good Check TPS. TPS-Spule Erneuern. Incorrecta
Compruebe el TPS. Replace: 3. No good Check the bulb and bulb Replace the bulb socket. No
good Check the lights switch. Incorrecta Compruebe el interruptor de las Reemplazar.
Continuity while being OFF Replace. Therefore, it is nec- essary to take into consideration the
air pres- sure, ambient temperature, humidity, etc. Perform a test run to check for proper engine
performance e. Atmospheric conditions and carburetor settings Air temp. This type of main jet
is perfect for racing motorcycles since it supplies an even flow of fuel, even at full load. The
main air jet has almost no effect on the air-fuel mixture. Diese Haupt- gicleur principal primaire.
Ce type de principal primario. Standard main jet If the air-fuel mixture is too rich or too lean, the
engine power will drop, resulting in poor accel- eration. If the engine breathes hard when you
start opening the throttle, the air-fuel mixture is too rich and should be made leaner. Page T U N
SETTING Relationship with throttle opening The flow of the fuel through the carburetor main
system is controlled by the main jet and then, it is further regulated by the area between the
main nozzle and the jet needle. Discoloration of spark plug Hard breathing Gradually If tan
color, it is in good condition. Shearing noise If cannot be corrected: Whitish spark plug Clogged
float valve seat Clogged fuel hose The front fork setting includes the following three factors: 1.
Setting of air spring characteristics Change the fork oil level. Use of stiff spring Generally a stiff
spring gives a stiff riding feeling. Rebound damping tends to become weaker, resulting in lack
of a sense of contact with the road surface or in a vibrating handlebar. To set a stiff spring:
Change the rebound damping. The rear suspension setting includes the fol- lowing two factors:
1. Setting of spring preload Change the set length of the spring. Therefore, be sure to make reevaluation. Never use one whose overall length is greater than standard. Adjust the rebound
damping in 2-click increments or decrements. Adjust the low compression damping in 1-click
increments or decrements. Ajuste el retorno del amortiguador en incrementos y disminuciones
de 2 clics. This manual is also suitable for: wrf wrfm Wr m Wrf. In Yamaha brought the
four-stroke back into the motocross mainstream with the introduction of the YZF. Using
technology from their road-race team Yamaha brought an all-new level of performance to the
Open class with the revolutionary YZF. While this first version was heavy and somewhat
temperamental at times, it was a quantum leap forward from previous four-stroke race machines
and the beginning of a movement that would transform the sport in the decade to come. Jump
to. Sections of this page. Accessibility Help. Email or Phone Password Forgot account? Sign
Up. When in doubt, ride it out The might Yamaha IT lives! All things considered on how
horrifically this could have gone I would consider this a win! Sweet mother of loop outs! This is
a really cool Suzuki commercial from the early s. Related Pages See All. Pro Motocross.
Motocross Action. Daily Motocross. Supermoto Nation. Motocross - Glory Days. The Golden

Age of Motocross. Motocross Updates. Video Transcript. This This is is Han. Hannah, this This
is is. Bailey this. This is Reagan. This is butter. Welcome to the motocross. Hello and welcome
back to the motocross. My My name name is is Tony. Tony Blazer Blazer and and what what
this. Yamaha's , eight. Manufacturers like who. Of course, it broke the front caliper Butt fell off
or some crap, and that's pretty much sums up those bikes during that time, they were exotic. I
always thought they were kind of like a vet, Looney or something you know. We're like guys
nuts. He's right now some converted XR with a tk frame or something they really weren't. You
know, quote unquote mainstream machines now once upon a time of course, four strokes have
ruled motocross for the first 30 or 40 years in the sport. The sixties A- two strokes that come
along and then they had really dominated the sport up until I guess early the mid nineties There
is when four starts kinda started to make that move, but again none of it really broke into the
mainstream until Yamaha did that in , The Wiz F was you know a machine that was a four stroke,
but it really had the same quality of construction you would have found on a on a standard.
Interestingly, I took several years for the transition to happen. You gotta figure out the YZ came
out in and really To all four strokes until , so it wasn't like this thing came in and just killed
everybody in the everybody, said. Oh, We're just gonna stop building two strokes. It took a
while there were some early issues with a particular andro. It wasn't a very good Supercross
machine. I had the 90 - nine model I love that bike, but it was very heavy It was such a unique
machine after writing two strokes in my whole life. I mean I dabbled on the XR and stuff I've
written plenty of those I had someone I was younger, but I had had nothing nothing like like this
this in terms of the way It performed it. Everybody's on for now, so it's hard to imagine but if
you get on a-z , then jump on it, You know e- that huge difference. It was a quite a transition but
clearly they had hit it right out of the Park and kinda touch on something and the turn out to be
a huge success If you like this sort of thing, make sure you check out some of the one I've done
on the channel. I just did a history of the crt R from it's inception inception in in And I just did
one recently on the history. I'm I'm sorry on the 80 - nine rmxs I'll have the link here in the
description and also put a little card here for you to check it out. They're They're ultra ultra wide
power bands fuel injection. Feel Feel like dinosaurs by compar. Once the ultimate equalizer and
two -stroke four -stroke debates is no longer an issue today, a modern KTM gives you electric
start fuel injection and a power be wider than Montana all in a package that weighs six pounds
less than a wise Zt two - 50 did in the March of technology is relentless and in motocross that
March moves at quess our speed of course, once upon a time, the same could have been said
about the two stroke up until the early Lund and Jeff Smith to victory this big heavy and
unhealed machines were a far cry from the lightweight four strokes that we raise today and had
more in common with Brandon's triumph Thunderbird than Eli Tomac, KX, eventually, however,
the arrival of the lightweight two strokes from CZ and Husqvarna begin to displace the big four
strokes as the permanente machines in the sport new riders like toasted. Roger Acosta and Joel
Roberta took the new lighter nimble machines to the front and by the end of the 19 sixties, the
four stroke was nearly forgotten in Grand Prix motocross competition for the next 20 years. The
four stroke would remain largely sidelined in the sport of motocross brief, dass by Yamaha the
late seventies And Boutique manufacturers like ATK in the eighties will do little to change the
mainstream perception that four strokes were for play in two strokes were for pay while the
forces can be made plenty fast, there is no getting around their weight slow building power in.
Finicky carburetion It was not until the early nineties at the four strokes finally started to make a
comeback in motocross. This was due largely to several events playing out in Europe at the
time during the eighties, the popularity of Supercross and American racing in general have
begun to diminish the prestige of the Grand Pri motocross races and the popularity of the class
Americans raised and -, five 's and the Japanese followed that lead by shifting their focus focus
to to the the the smaller smaller board board board divisions by the. Only Honda Honda in in
Kawasaki Kawasaki are are still putting any type. Is taking place in Japan, one of the oldest and
most storied brands in motocross was falling on hard times in Europe. Husqvarna produces a
motorcycle since and the winner of countless motocross and Off-road titles was facing major
problems within their motorcycle division. By the early nineties as most of the Japanese factory
teams pulled their support and shifted it to the smaller divisions as it turned out this removal of
high dollar Japanese support from the class turned out to be just a recipe for a revolution in the
sport to occur no longer dominated by Megan Dollar operations from HRC and Kawasaki the
class in Europe became the domain of scrappy small operations like Mossberg Verda, Verda,
Matti and reinvented Husqvarna even KTM fresh out of bankruptcy and on the comeback trail
poured the resources into capturing with the Japanese had abandoned during this power void.
Europeans experimented with making machines the Japanese didn't big four strokes and
mid-sized two strokes competed together in a reinvented class in the 19 nineties here in
America, We largely ignored this for Renaissance, but in Japan, one man saw this movement

and envision the machine that would change the course of the sport for a generation seeing the
rebirth of four stroke development in Europe, an engineer Yamaha by the name of Yha
Nakayama, had the ingenious idea to push that progress even further by bringing a bit of road
racing. To the arena at the time, even the new breed of four strokes from Europe offered a very
traditional experience, the motors are big and powerful, but slower Rep with tons of
compression braking in a very chubby feel more like Super powerful Honda Xs than any modern
CRF the big boy, Hussies and who's in the Nineties offered a higher performance but not
completely different experience from the big thumpers of decades before we're naka Alma's
vision different was in the very foundation of his motor's design instead of building of a. Off
road single Nima decided his new machine would be as forward thinking as possible and
incorporate all the latest in road race design. His theory postulated that by taking that one
cylinder of a-z, F Street bike motor and placing it in a Y Z chassis, he could bring a new level of
performance to the four stroke world at the time. This was a bold and completely outside of the
box line of thinking up until this point, four strokes design for off road use for typically in a mild
state of tomb and not designed for the sustained high RPM use. Street Torque is the name of
the game in the Off-road world and even motocross jumpers left that high RPM business to the
guys in the leather units for his new project, naya shoot all of the old school ideas and focus on
designing the absolute highest performance four stroke he could imagine. This configuration
will allow the bike to run faster and farther than any previous off road. Singles for the head, he
crib the five valve Genesis design first introduced in on Yamaha's FZ This is design offered
excellent flow characteristics and the ability to withstand the sustained higher RPM. Naki
Yamaha in mind for the machine by utilizing five small valves instead of four larger ones, the
Genesis design enjoyed a lower reciprocating Mass while still maintaining excellent flow
volume While this motor I would probably not offer the kind of grunt typically found in a big Bo
off-road Thumper. It was not. Hope that it's more responsive feel and higher p. A staff of three
people tinkering in their off time invented the machine that would change Mocs history once
naam and his team had a rough prototype ready. They showed it to the higher-ups at Yamaha,
who were intrigued by the design for stroke motocross Racing was still a bit of a nation in
America, but there was quite a bit of interest around taking mild Mander trail bikes like the Xs,
D's and KL Xs and transforming them into a full-blown racers seeing that there might be a
market for a turn-key Japanese alternative Yamaha greenlit the creation of a full working
prototype that they could use to test the viability of the concept after several months. It was
decided that the new machine was ready to test. It's metal in battle during the - a and Grand Prix
motocross while racing works machines was not an issue in Japan or Europe. The a. B's
production will prevented the manufacturers from racing one of machines in a. He will will be be
joined by Italian and. Supercross at the series. In Las Vegas, Henry piloted the booming yum to
victory in its first ever indoor competition. The Yamaha four was at an all-time high The Iem
graced the cover of every magazine in the industry as a public claim for information about the
exotic machine, the consumers wanted to know if the Y Z M was a a legitimate legitimate design.
Capitalizing on this high-interest Yamaha mini by announcing that they were indeed releasing a
production version of the Y Z M, and it was not years away from seeing the light of day in an
astonishing move, Yakima announced that the production was F will be on his dealers floors in
This was an unheard of turn around for such a radically new machine, and that caught all of
Yamas competitors completely off guard. None of them were even exploring the option of a
racing Thumper at the time as Yamaha move forward into this uncharted territory once the
production. Tom was completely custom built and designed for maximum performance with the
production version. However, many compromises will need to be made for cost of construction
and durability. Machines by play riders and weekend Warriors if the new Forester was going to
succeed, it would need to prove to be at least as durable as a two -stroke competition because
of this, the production team looked at the design of the new YZF slightly differently than the
race team had they knew the F was blazing new ground for if it proved unreliable, it might have
ended the experiment before it could even get started on the production machine items like a
dry sump oil system, or added to increase oil capacity and reduced engine temperatures
knowing that most of the yy apps potential customers are not accustom to religiously. This
added a margin of safety to the design that would prove to be well worth it. And complexity with
the thousands of these little decisions that need to be made in the transition from race team to
production in the end, the production was four and a half turned out to share much of it's
overarching design do with the Y Z M, but it did like the worksites, exotic materials and
handmade construction while this production realities have curb its performance slightly and
added to its way considerably the basic DNA of naya aa's original vision was retained from the
beginning of the project, the thing that made naam Aa's vision for an all new four stroke special
was' unique roadway style power plant. Yamaha kept that vision intact the production was

featured a C dual overhead cam configuration with a version of the WCF Valve Genesis head as
in the Street machine the production was employed a ultra short skirts slipper style piston this
style of piston consist of a crown and little else, which reduced weight and made a capable of
withstanding higher RPM levels that would have caused a failure in a more typical design. The
The Genesis Genesis Genesis. Features like rock arms and made use of lightweight alloys
throughout the valve train because of this design choices, the yy four F was capable of safely
revving to a then unheard of RPMs without suffering a failure of all the breakthroughs that made
the YZ if possible. Perhaps the most significant was the development of a revolutionary new
roadway style carburetor in the days before injection made his way to motocross Kins FCR
Carri was a modern miracle of four -stringed performance Previous to this marvelous mixer
Carburetion was a huge limiting factor with racing thumpers. To their massive intake pressures
and a need for instant delivery, most previous four strokes that suffered from a massive if the
throttle was open to suddenly sometimes this dog would lead to a flame out where the engine
would cough and die unexpectedly. This was less of an issue off road where throttle control
was often more important than instant acceleration but on a Motocross track, this could prove a
massive issue. They are throttle response was critical that any hesitation could lead to a
potentially serious crash with the implementation of the FCRA carburetor. Use of technology
acquired on the road Racing Circus to deliver the kind of throttle response never before seen on
a valving machine, the FC I use a fuel pump to assure that there was always available when
needed and featured a slide that road on roller Bess to prevent the motors heavy vacuum from
binding It's operation The FCR also keep track of throttle position information and really that
directly to Ignition where adjustments can be made on the fly without the Breakthrough and
vibration the FCR provided the modern four -stroke race bike could never have been been
possible on the chassis side. Yamaha did try to keep the geometry as close as possible to what
they were employing on their yy stroke at the time All the suspension components were also
from the parts bin with stiffer Springs and heavier valving added to compensate for the four
strokes. Z M on the Add up to a very different experience. The motor produced a quick and
responsive delivery that was completely unlike any other off-road four strokes before where
other numbers of the time relied on a slow more meter delivery to get the job done The Y Z F
pulled up like a sport bike and just kept on pulling it was an interesting mix of four stroke,
torque and two strokes snap that many people believe captured the best traits of both in terms
of outright power. The whyy F numbers were not jaw dropping on the dino it pumped out
around 45 horsepower, which put it in line with the best -stroke Motors at the time where it was
superior to the. In the torque Department there it came on much sooner and held on much
longer with an incredibly flat and long to curve that made the bike very easy to ride. The Weis Z
could could seem seem a a bit bit odd odd at at first first because Complex valve train and
counter balancer the did not react to clutch put in the same way a two -stroke would feathering
the lever out of turns to not too much to actually alter the motors power characteristics and only
serve to overheat the drive train with It's ample torque, it was best to roll in the throttle early and
you smooth lines to flow through the turns if you try to blast in brake and clutch out the F was
likely to BK at your uncivilized behavior, one other area that took a bit of adapting to was the
wise's prestigous compression breaking unlike. Which free wheels once the throttle rolled off
the new YZF dilators strongly when the throttle is closed, This was no shock to anyone familiar
with writing A- four stroke, and it could actually be used to your advantage to help slow the
machine for corners where it did prove a problem was on the face of jumps where two riders are
custom to snapping the throttle clothes on take off in for a rude surprise on a two stroke, This
has very little effect on the machines trajectory, but on the yy four and this could lead to a very
dangerous in this situation on the four stroke he had to retrain your brain to leave the throne on
just a little bit longer and never snap it it closed closed unless unless you are. They are the
added weight and significant dry endoscopic effect of the motor made the bike feel less than
nimble on slippery camps and flat turns. The YZ F was King, but if the going got too tight in the
track was very lonely, the two strokes pulled back ahead at speed The yy F was an absolute free
train and it was remarkably stable for a machine that was so good in the turns again, The weight
played something of a factor here as the To knock off its line once it builds up ahead of steam
compared to the , it was pitted against it felt big and rather top-heavy, but for an open bike, it
was an excellent handler while the powerband was pure magic, not all was perfect with the yy
four F's power package starting the big thing was an absolute nightmare that requires a series
of steps to be performed before the yaar with light compared to a kicking and go two -stroke.
The Weis e- four was a mind filled of possible missteps that could prevent the machine from
firing up if you rush those steps or accidentally go the throttle like A- two stroke, you're likely
be very frustrated because of the use of a manual. Several riders snapped off their kick starter
when they try to kick the Thumper over that properly engaging the system. If you stalled it

forgot to find top dead Center, it didn't engage the hot Star Circuit it would refuse to start even if
you did all those things correctly, sometimes it would refuse to start once you did get it running
the bike was still prone to the occasional ball and flame out while the innovative FCR reduced
these traits greatly, they were not completely exercise from the machines Core behavior on on
mostt. This this. Circuit that that ball ball could could be. Dispel these worries, but that
development was still a decade away in , - eight unlike previous Japanese four -stroke
machines, the new yy Ford F was afforded the latest in Yamaha suspension technology The 46
millimeter a inverted cartridge forks and KYB shocks or sourced sourced directly directly from
from from the the the latest latest YZ YZ Suspension performance was a bit of a mixed bag on
small and breaking bumps. It was Super plush and follow the train with great precision, The
combination of the bikes weight smooth four -stroke power and relatively soft settings allow the
yy to hook up on nearly any surface and power out of turns without an ounce of drama once the
obstacles started growing its size, However, the bikes Mass started to become a hindrance on
big loops and a deep sand. The bike could be a real handful, the soft suspension settings that
Lett hooked up so well also let it fall deep into the travel on G Hits if you missed time to jump
and came up short, it crashed to the stops and the water with a metal to metal plank even with
the increased spring rates and firmer dumping the Y's Fork and shock were not up to handling
the fps XR like girth if you kept your aerial antiques to a reasonable level, the stock setting for
plush and well controlled, but if you intended to join the SMP jump team, it was best to have the
forks and shocks beefed up to better handle the bikes weight today. Four stroke machines are
everywhere, and that is all due to one machine The eight. Four -stroke offered for sale it was
quicker better handling and perhaps most importantly, more reliable than any other racing four
strokes available at the time if the yy F it turns out to be a high strong ticking time bomb people
would have quickly soured on its charms, but as it was the bike proved to be virtually
bulletproof in , - eight Yamaha's A- four took the perception of racing racing four four strokes
strokes and transformed them from cul. That's the story of the - eight yyz F a machine that's
certainly change the sport for better or worse, so I would say probably I'm certainly guilty of it. It
was like so cool and now you see magazines like motocross. It is interesting to see though that
y'all came out with this machine in , Honda did not have a competitor until two in fact, by the
time the CR came at CRF came out. Yamaha is the version They were so far ahead of everybody
else. Kawasaki They didn't have their own until almost 10 years took them 10 years to catch up.
So maybe the transition would happen soon or if the other manufacturers' been caught so
completely flat footed by this move, as I said there were other competitors out there. There were
the exotic from Europe, but they never really caught on to the extent this Yamaha did it seems
like it totally blind side. Kawasaki and Honda Suzuki They just weren't ready for it So better or
worse Yamaha the playing field to themselves for several years There. KTM was the first one to
kinda jump in there with them they bought out and they kinda quickly ramp up a production on
A- four of the S X, which is really the only competitor Yamaha would have for the first one and
three or four years of it's life on the market so
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in any case, if you like this sort of thing, make sure you subscribe like share gari out of the
same old stuff, I would certainly appreciate it and until we meet again this tozer from motocross.
The roadside down peace, I wanna thank all for coming on board to sponsor everything I do
here at the motocross. Their support is very much appreciated If you would like to pick up some
high quality racing oil, we are also offering a discount code now the discount code is vault 20
That's VAULT 20 If you put that in the checkout at all dot com, you'll get a 20 percent discount
on your next oil purchases. All has been providing racers with high quality racing oils since the
late fifties they have solutions for two stroke and four, although as a huge fan of two strokes, I
would definitely. In trying out their sweet smelling Castor oil definitely can't go wrong with
Castro. I love it always run it by two strokes so again, Volt 20 check out at all dot com. Thank
you for your support. Forgot account?

